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The WHO launched a mass treatment program in 2000
aiming to stop the transmission of the disease. Loa loa
filariasis : This is a cutaneous filariasis found in the forest
regions of central Africa. It is caused by the Loa-loa. It is
transmitted by the bite of a horse fly: the Chrysops. The
microfilariae live in the blood circulation.
Transmission (medicine) - Wikipedia
In medicine, public health, and biology, transmission is the
passing of a pathogen causing communicable disease from
an infected host individual or group to a particular
individual or group, regardless of whether the other
individual was previously infected.
Chapter 2 Disease and disease transmission
Chapter 2 Disease and disease transmission An enormous
variety of organisms exist, including some which can
survive and even develop in the body of people or animals.
If the organism can cause infection, it is an infectious
agent. In this manual infectious agents which cause
CDC - Parasites - Insects
Vector-borne transmission of disease can take place when
the parasite enters the host through the saliva of the insect
during a blood meal (for example, malaria and dengue), or
from parasites in the feces of the insect that defecates
immediately after a blood meal (for example, Chagas
disease). Parasites transmitted by insects often circulate in
the blood of the host, with the parasite
Transmission | Lyme Disease | CDC
The Lyme disease bacterium, Borrelia burgdorferi, is
spread through the bite of infected ticks. The blacklegged
tick (or deer tick, Ixodes scapularis) spreads the disease in
the northeastern, mid-Atlantic, and north-central United
States.
Diseases Caused by Insects | Smithsonian Institution
Methods of Disease Transmission. There are many insects
that are the primary or intermediate hosts or carriers of
human diseases. Pathogens that are capable of being
transmitted by insects include protozoa, bacteria, viruses,
and such helminths as tapeworms, flukes, and
roundworms.
Chapter 14: Disease Flashcards | Quizlet
Chapter 14: Disease. Infection, Infectious Diseases, and
Epidemiology. STUDY. PLAY. Direct contact
transmission of a disease can occur within the same
person. True. (A person who practices poor personal
hygiene can easily transmit pathogens from his or her
portals of exit to one of the portals of entry.)
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